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Abstract
A Prufer code of a labeled free tree with n nodes is a sequence of length n−2 constructed by
the following sequential process: for i ranging from 1 to n−2 insert the label of the neighbor of
the smallest remaining leaf into the ith position of the sequence, and then delete the leaf. Prufer
codes provide an alternative to the usual representation of trees. We present an optimal O(log n)
time, n=log n processor EREW-PRAM algorithm for determining the Prufer code of an n-node
labeled chain and an O(log n) time, n processor EREW-PRAM algorithm for constructing the
Prufer code of an n-node labeled free tree. This resolves an open question posed by Wang et al.
(IEEE Trans. Parallel Distributed Systems 8 (12) (1997) 1236{1240). ? 2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Trees are an important structure in computer science. In this paper we use the
computer science terminology for trees introduced by Knuth. What we refer to as a free
tree (chain) is what mathematicians call a tree (respectively, path). A wide variety of
interesting problems have been dened on trees, for example, involving arrangements,
expression evaluation, and graph-theoretic computations. Moreover, parallel techniques
such as tree contraction [1,15] and centroid decomposition [5] can be used to solve
many of these problems eciently in parallel. Are there natural problems whose de-
nitions are based solely on the structure of trees that cannot be parallelized well? We
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Fig. 1. A labeled free tree whose corresponding Prufer code is (9,6,5,6,1,6,1,1).
know of no natural problem dened on unweighted trees that is P-complete. P-complete
problems are decision problems that are believed to be inherently sequential. In the
next paragraph we explore what is known about the complexity of some problems
dened on trees and also explain why nding a P-complete problem dened on trees
is useful.
The bandwidth problem, which does not involve weights, restricted to trees is
NP-complete [6,17]. If weights are allowed, there are other natural tree problems that
are known to be NP-complete (see, for example, [18]). A P-complete problem, whose
denition is based solely on the structure of trees, might prove useful in helping to
resolve the complexity of a number of open problems, currently not known to be in
NC or to be P-complete. A list of such problems is given in [7]. Comments made in
[12] would lead one to speculate that a decision problem based on Prufer codes could
be P-complete. This paper shows that a Prufer code of a tree can be computed in NC.
Thus other candidate P-complete problems dened on trees need to be explored.
Initial applications of Prufer codes were to count the number of labeled free trees
[11,14,16]. Throughout this paper trees are encoded by edge lists, although other stan-
dard representations can be used without eecting the results presented in the paper.
Since there is an isomorphism between Prufer codes and labeled free trees, it is easy
to see that there are exactly nn−2 labeled free trees of size n. Prufer codes provide an
alternative to the usual representation of trees. It may be easier to compute information
about the tree from the Prufer code. Prufer codes have also been used to generate
random trees [12].
A labeled free tree is depicted in Fig. 1. One possible \high-level" edge list encoding
of this tree is as follows:
f3; 6gf5; 4gf5; 6gf1; 10gf7; 1gf1; 9gf2; 9gf1; 6gf6; 8g:
Its corresponding Prufer code is (9,6,5,6,1,6,1,1). Notice that the degree of each node
in the tree is one plus the number of times the node appears in the sequence. This
observation is true in general. Throughout the paper a node of degree one is called
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a leaf.
Algorithm Sequential Prufer, specied below, computes the Prufer code of a labeled
free tree T having n nodes.
Algorithm Sequential Prufer
Input: A labeled free tree T = (V; E) represented by an edge list, where
V = f1; 2; : : : ; ng and n>2.
Output: An array Pcode that contains the Prufer code of T .
begin
T 0 = T ;
for i = 1 to n− 2 do
u= smallest leaf in T 0;
Pcode[i] = value of the neighbor of u in T 0;
T 0 = T 0 − fug;
for i = 1 to n− 2 do
print Pcode[i];
end
The Prufer code is stored in an array Pcode having n−2 entries. The decision about
the next leaf to remove seems to depend directly on the previous removal. Despite the
apparent highly sequential nature of the problem, we present
1. an optimal O(log n) time, n=log n processor EREW-PRAM algorithm for determining
the Prufer code of an n-node labeled chain
2. an O(log n) time, n processor EREW-PRAM algorithm for constructing the Prufer
code of an n-node labeled free tree.
Both our algorithms make use of a number of well-known parallel techniques and
assume the input is coded as an edge list.
2. Preliminaries
Many of the prerequisites for this paper can be found in [9,10,20]. We focus on the
EREW-PRAM model, which is the weakest of the PRAM models. We make use of
several classical theorems involving parallel computation and cite some of the original
papers regarding these results. Many of the results can also be found in the previously
mentioned books as can denitions for any of the concepts not explicitly dened here.
Theorem 2.1 (Brent’s scheduling principle [3,10]). Let n 2 f0; 1; 2; : : :g represent the
input size and p(n) a processor bound function. Let A be an EREW-PRAM algo-
rithm 2 that requires w(n) computational operations and t(n) time. If each of the
p(n) processors can determine on-line in time O(t(n)) which steps of A it needs to
2 We have specialized the theorem to the EREW-PRAM model but it holds for any PRAM variant.
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simulate; then parallel algorithm A can be simulated using O(w(n)=p(n) + t(n)) time
and p(n) processors on an EREW-PRAM.
Let  represent an associative binary operation over domain D. The Parallel Prex
Problem is to compute the prex sums
jX
i=1
xi
for all j 2 1; : : : ; n, where the sums are over the operation  and xi 2 D for 16i6n.
Theorem 2.2 (Parallel prex computation [13]). The Parallel Prex Problem can be
solved in O(log n) time using n=log n processors on an EREW-PRAM.
We should note that Ladner and Fischer’s algorithm is for the circuit model, how-
ever, it runs on an EREW-PRAM since there are no memory conicts. To obtain the
processor bounds stated in the theorem, Brent’s Scheduling Principle can be applied.
An Euler tour is a circuit in a directed graph that traverses each edge exactly once.
A free tree is converted to a directed graph by replacing each undirected edge fu; vg
by two directed edges (u; v) and (v; u).
Theorem 2.3 (Euler tour [21]). An Euler tour of an n-node tree can be computed in
O(log n) time using n=log n processors on an EREW-PRAM.
Given a linked list of n nodes, the List Ranking Problem is to determine the distance
of each node from the start of the list.
Theorem 2.4 (List ranking [2]). Given a list with n nodes; the List Ranking Problem
can be solved in O(log n) time using n=log n processors on an EREW-PRAM.
Theorem 2.5 (Parallel sorting [4,9, p. 173]). n elements can be sorted in O(log n)
time using n processors on an EREW-PRAM.
A regular binary tree is a binary tree in which every internal node has exactly two
children. It is easy to convert a rooted tree T into a regular binary tree TR. The con-
struction replaces every node u in T having d children by d+1 nodes u1; u2; : : : ; ud+1.
In TR, ui+1 is the right child of ui. If node v is the ith child of u in T , then v1 is the
left child of ui in TR. Once we have a regular binary tree the standard parallel tree
contraction algorithm can be applied to it as the following theorem shows.
Theorem 2.6 (Parallel tree contraction [1,8,15,19]). Let  be an associative binary op-
eration over domain D that can be evaluated in O(1) time using a single EREW-
PRAM processor; that is; for any d1; d2 2 D; d1  d2 can be computed in O(1) time
using a single EREW-PRAM processor. Let T be an n-leaf regular binary tree whose
leaves are labeled by operands over domain D and whose internal nodes are labeled
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by . Then all of the algebraic expressions associated with the internal nodes (one
per node) of T can be evaluated in O(log n) time using n=log n processors on an
EREW-PRAM.
3. An optimal parallel algorithm for computing the Prufer code of a chain
We rst present an algorithm for computing Prufer codes on chains. There are a
number of reasons for proceeding in this way. The algorithm on chains
 is easier to understand yet contains many of the key ideas for the general algorithm,
 is optimal, whereas the general algorithm is not. It may be possible to develop an
optimal algorithm for trees by exploiting the chain algorithm,
 uses many of the same steps as the algorithm on trees, and so simplies our expo-
sition,
 can be fully detailed, whereas the general algorithm is too complicated to describe
in the same amount of detail.
Algorithm Prufer Chain given below computes the Prufer code of an n-node labeled
chain. We have included declarations at the beginning of the algorithm for rigor and
to make the specication of the algorithm clearer. We use self-explanatory high-level
types such as \node", \position", and \counter" to help clarify the use of variables and
arrays in our algorithms. We sometimes mix types in the description of our algorithms
when no confusion can arise and the exposition becomes easier to follow. For example,
in Algorithm Prufer Chain variable k is declared as an integer, and in the algorithm k is
assigned a value of type \node-or-sentinel" (also implicitly of underlying type integer)
and then used as type \position" (also implicitly of underlying type integer) in the
next step. The algorithm seems easier to understand with some degree of high-level
typing but overly complex with explicit casting of these types. We have tried to strike
an appropriate balance for the reader.
Algorithm Prufer Chain
Input: A chain T = (V; E) represented by an edge list, where
V = f1; 2; : : : ; ng and n>2.
Output: An array Pcode that contains the Prufer code of T .
begin
= We assume the chain is oriented with its maximum leaf as the
\starting point". Initialize all required array values to 0. We have
added sentinels uniformly to the ends of some arrays but not all sentinel
values are used. Declare variables and the arrays used by the
algorithm. =
0. node v, Occupant[1::n]; Pcode[1::n];
position i; j;
position LRStart[1::n]; RLStart[1::n];
position LREnd[1::n]; RLEnd[1::n];
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integer k;
counter LeftClear[1::n]; RightClear[1::n];
timer Removal[1::n];
counter-or-marker LRSpan[0::n]; RLSpan[0::n];
node-or-sentinel LRMax [0::n+ 1]; RLMax[0::n+ 1];
= Compute the position of each node in the chain. =
1. use parallel list ranking to construct the array Occupant
such that Occupant[i] = v; 16i6n; where node v
has a ranking of i in T
= Compute the maximum nodes encountered thus far in left-to-right
and right-to-left traversals over the chain. =
2. use parallel prex to construct the arrays LRMax and RLMax
with LRMax[0] = 0; LRMax[n+ 1] = n+ 1;
LRMax[i] = maxfOccupant[j] j 16j6ig;
for 16i6n and
RLMax[0] = 0; RLMax[n+ 1] = n+ 1;
RLMax[i] = maxfOccupant[j] j n− i + 16j6ng;
for 16i6n
= Compute the position where a node becomes a maximum
(if it does) for both left-to-right and right-to-left traversals. =
3. for 16i6n in parallel do
if LRMax[i − 1] 6=LRMax[i] then LRStart[LRMax[i]] = i;
if RLMax[i − 1] 6=RLMax[i] then RLStart[RLMax[i]] = i;
= Compute the position where a node is no longer a maximum
(if it was) for left-to-right and right-to-left traversals. =
4. for 16i6n in parallel do
if LRMax[i] 6= LRMax[i + 1] then LREnd[LRMax[i]] = i;
if RLMax[i] 6= RLMax[i + 1] then RLEnd[RLMax[i]] = i;
= Compute how many positions a node was maximum for. =
5. for 16i6n in parallel do
if LRStart [i] 6= 0 then LRSpan[i]=LREnd[i]− LRStart[i] + 1;
if RLStart[i] 6= 0 then RLSpan[i]=RLEnd[i]−RLStart[i] + 1;
= Compute how many nodes need to be removed from the left before a given
node can be removed. Similarly for the right. =
6. use parallel prex to construct the arrays
LeftClear and RightClear, where for 16i6n
LeftClear[i]= LRSpan[0] +   + LRSpan[i − 1];
RightClear[i]= RLSpan[0] +   + RLSpan[i − 1];
= Removal[i] denotes when the node Occupant[i] is removed. =
7. for 16i6n in parallel do
if RLMax[n− i]> LRMax[i − 1]
then k=LRMax[i];
Removal[i] = i+ RightClear[k];
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Fig. 2. A labeled chain whose Prufer code is (2; 8; 3; 7; 5; 6).
else k=RLMax[n− i − 1];
Removal[i] = (n− i) + 1+LeftClear[k];
= Right neighbor removed later, include the node in the Prufer code. =
8. for 16i6n− 1 in parallel do
if Removal[i]< Removal[i + 1]
then Pcode[Removal[i]]=Occupant[i + 1];
= Left neighbor removed later, include in the Prufer code. =
9. for 26i6n in parallel do
if Removal[i]< Removal[i − 1]
then Pcode[Removal[i]]= Occupant[i − 1];
= Print the Prufer code. =
10. for 16i6n− 2 in parallel do
print Pcode[i];
end
Example. Before proving the correctness and complexity of the algorithm, we present
an example of how Algorithm Prufer Chain works. Consider the chain shown in Fig. 2.
In Step 0 of the algorithm, all of the array values required by the algorithm are
initialized to 0.
In Step 1 of the algorithm, the array Occupant is constructed. Occupant[i] indicates
the node in the chain whose rank is i. (For readability, we list the indices of the array
as well.)
4 3 7 5 6 8 2 1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Occupant[3] = 7 means node 7 has rank 3 (appears third from left-to-right) in the
chain.
In Step 2 the arrays LRMax and RLMax are constructed. LRMax[i] maintains the max-
imum node encountered so far in a left-to-right traversal of the chain (with special
ending conditions).
0 4 4 7 7 7 8 8 8 9
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
RLMax has a similar meaning but for a right-to-left traversal.
0 1 2 8 8 8 8 8 8 9
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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In Step 3 the arrays LRStart and RLStart are constructed. LRStart[i] indicates
where in a left-to-right traversal node i becomes a maximum (if it does).
0 0 0 1 0 0 3 6
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
RLStart has a similar meaning but for a right-to-left traversal.
1 2 0 0 0 0 0 3
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
In Step 4 the arrays LREnd and RLEnd are constructed. LREnd[i] indicates where in
a left-to-right traversal node i is no longer a maximum (if it was).
0 0 0 2 0 0 5 8
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
RLEnd has a similar meaning but for a right-to-left traversal.
1 2 0 0 0 0 0 8
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
In Step 5 the arrays LRSpan and RLSpan are constructed. LRSpan[i] indicates in a
left-to-right traversal how many positions node i was a maximum for (if it was).
0 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
RLSpan has a similar meaning but for a right-to-left traversal.
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 6
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
In Step 6 the arrays LeftClear and RightClear are constructed. The element
LeftClear[i] species how many values i is greater than before encountering a node
of size greater than or equal to i in a left-to-right traversal of the chain. For example,
LeftClear[6] = 2 indicates that before encountering a node of size greater than or
equal to 6, in this case 7, 6 is greater than two nodes, 4 and 3, when traversing from
the left end of the chain.
0 0 0 0 2 2 2 5
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
RightClear has a similar meaning but in the right-to-left direction.
0 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
In Step 7 the array Removal is constructed. Removal[i] indicates when the node
Occupant[i] is removed by Algorithm Sequential Prufer.
3 4 5 6 7 8 2 1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
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In Steps 8 and 9 the array Pcode containing the Prufer code is constructed.
2 8 3 7 5 6 8 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
In Step 10 the rst n − 2 values of the array Pcode are printed. In this case the
resulting Prufer code is (2,8,3,7,5,6).
3.1. Correctness
Having elaborated on the algorithm via a complete example, we now turn to its
analysis. The following lemma is the key to proving correctness.
Lemma 3.1. The array Removal constructed in Step 7 of Algorithm Prufer Chain
species the order in which leaves are eliminated by Algorithm Sequential Prufer.
Proof. A node can be removed by Algorithm Sequential Prufer only if it is a leaf. A
leaf in a chain either has no left neighbor or no right neighbor. We consider the case
where a node u, Occupant[i], gets removed from the \left". A similar argument can
be made when a node gets removed from the \right".
By our assumption, before u is removed all of the nodes to its left in the chain will
be removed. According to Algorithm Sequential Prufer, all nodes from the right end
of the chain with values smaller than the maximum of u and the nodes to the left of
u will be removed prior to u. That is, all nodes with values less than the value of the
node in LRMax[i] will be removed from the right end of the chain before u is deleted.
The then clause in Step 7 of Algorithm Prufer Chain is executed when a node
is removed from the left. The value k contains the maximum value of any node up
through position i. The number of nodes less than k from the right end of the chain
is given by RightClear[k]. Thus, node u is removed after
(i − 1)| {z }
nodes to its left
+ RightClear[k]| {z }
nodes removed from the right end
(1)
nodes have been eliminated. So, node u is the (i+RightClear[k])th node removed,
as computed by Algorithm Prufer Chain.
Theorem 3.2. The Prufer code of an n-node chain can be computed in O(log n) time
using n=log n processors on an EREW-PRAM.
Proof. Lemma 3.1 shows that Algorithm Prufer Chain correctly computes the order in
which leaves are eliminated during the construction of the Prufer code. Steps 8 and 9
of Algorithm Prufer Chain store into array Pcode the neighbors of the leaves as they
are eliminated. Thus, at the completion of the algorithm, Pcode contains the Prufer
code of the input tree. Pcode is output in Step 10.
We now argue the complexity of the algorithm. The initializations, Steps 3{5, and
Steps 8{10 can all be carried out on an EREW-PRAM in O(log n) time using n=log n
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processors. (It is necessary to apply Theorem 2.1.) Step 7 can also be carried out
within these bounds but care must be taken to avoid concurrent reads of the values
RightClear[k] and LeftClear[k]. This can be accomplished by fanning out the ap-
propriate number of copies of these values based on the LRSpan and RLSpan arrays.
Applying the list ranking algorithm of Theorem 2.4 to Step 1 and the parallel prex
algorithm of Theorem 2.2 to Steps 2 and 6 completes the analysis.
4. A fast parallel algorithm for computing the prufer code of a tree
4.1. Input encoding
The algorithm described in this section takes as input a labeled free tree. When
considering both small running times and a limited number of processors on weak
parallel models, it is necessary to specify the exact encoding of the input. To be very
general, we suppose the input is represented by an (arbitrary) edge list as we have
been assuming implicitly up to this point. The input encoding necessary to apply the
Euler tour algorithm of Theorem 2.3, however, is more restricted than this.
In order to apply the Euler tour construction of Theorem 2.3, the input encoding
needs additional pointers [9, pp. 108{114]. The algorithm requires adjacency lists that
are directed and circular, and have \reverse" edges between adjacency lists. The fol-
lowing algorithm shows how to convert an arbitrary edge list into the form necessary
to apply the Euler tour construction.
Algorithm Convert Edge List Encoding
Input: A labeled free tree T = (V; E) represented by an edge list,
where V = f1; 2; : : : ; ng and n>2.
Output: A representation of the tree by directed, circular adjacency lists
plus reverse edges between the adjancency lists.
begin
= Construct the directed adjacency lists. =
1. for each undirected edge fu; vg do
contruct the two directed edges (u; v) and (v; u);
2. sort these edges according to the rst component;
3. construct the circular adjacency list within each \block";
= Add in the reverse edges. =
4. for each edge (u; v) do
= Put the index of (u; v) into an array for u in position v. =
Array-u[v]= the index in sorted order of (u; v);
5. for each edge (u; v) do
Array-v[u] is added to the information contained in
the adjacency list at position (u; v);
end
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Steps 1 and 3{5 can be implemented in O(log n) time using n=log n processors on an
EREW-PRAM. By Theorem 2.5, the sorting in Step 2 can be implemented in O(log n)
time using n processors on an EREW-PRAM. In summary, we have
Lemma 4.1. Algorithm Convert Edge List Encoding runs in O(log n) time using n
processors on an EREW-PRAM.
Algorithm Prufer Tree
We now specify Algorithm Prufer Tree for computing the Prufer code of an n-node
labeled free tree. The algorithm essentially generalizes the ideas of Algorithm Prufer
Chain. (In the special case where the input is actually a chain, Algorithm Prufer Chain
could be called.)
Algorithm Prufer Tree
Input: A labeled free tree T = (V; E) represented by an edge list,
where V = f1; 2; : : : ; ng and n>2.
Output: An array Pcode that contains the Prufer code of T .
begin
= Initialize all required array values. Declare variables and arrays
used by the algorithm. =
0. node Parent[1::n], Pcode[1::n];
position i;
integer Maximum[1::n];
(integer, position) MaxName[1::n; 1::n];
node-or-nil Chain[1::n];
timer Removal[1::n];
= Convert the input to a special form. =
1. run Algorithm Convert Edge List Encoding on T ;
= Begin processing to root the tree at the maximum labeled node. =
2. construct an Euler tour starting from the maximum labeled
node;
= Build the parent array. =
3. using parallel prex on the Euler tour constructed in step 2
form the array Parent with Parent[i] = i’s parent
in the rooted tree, for 16i6n;
= Convert to a regular binary tree. =
4. transform the rooted tree into a regular binary tree using
the method described in the text, dummy nodes get value 0,
leaves get \their" value as maximum;
= Compute the maximum node’s value in each subtree of TR and store
the n values that correspond to maximums of the subtrees of the original
n nodes of T . That is, the maximums in TR of the nodes superscripted
with a 1. Recall the construction of TR from T as described after Theorem 2.5. =
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5. for 16i6n in parallel do
Maximum[i]= maximum node’s value in the subtree rooted
at i including the value at i;
= Associate the maximum value and node name. =
6. for 16i6n in parallel do
MaxName[i]=(Maximum[i]; i);
= Arrange based on maximum values so processors can be scheduled
appropriately for list ranking in step 9. =
7. sort the elements in MaxName in increasing order based
on the rst component;
= Tree is split into chains. =
8. for 16i6n in parallel do
if Maximum[i] 6= Maximum[Parent[i]]
then Chain[i]= nil;
else Chain[i]= Parent[i];
= Set up for sorting. =
9. list rank each \chain";
= Compute the removal number. =
10. for 16i6n in parallel do
Removal[i]= the position in sorted order where
the sorting is done using the maximum value as the
primary key and the list ranking value within each
chain as the secondary key;
= Compute the Prufer code. =
11. for 16i6n− 2 in parallel do
Pcode[Removal[i]]=Parent[i];
= Print the Prufer code. =
12. for 16i6n− 2 in parallel do
print Pcode[i];
end
Example. Before proving the correctness and complexity of the algorithm, we present
an example of how Algorithm Prufer Tree works. Algorithm Prufer Tree generalizes
Algorithm Prufer Chain but there are some key dierences. The main one being the
repeated use of sorting. Consider the tree with root 33 depicted in Fig. 3. (All edges
are directed downward.) This is the situation after Step 3 of the algorithm has been
completed.
In Step 4 of the algorithm the rooted tree T is converted to a regular binary tree
TR using the construction described after Theorem 2.5. Once we have a regular bi-
nary tree, the standard parallel tree contraction algorithm can be applied in Step 5
to compute the maximum node in each rooted subtree. The discussion preceding
Corollary 3:1 of [9, p. 128] explains how to use parallel tree contraction to compute
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Fig. 3. A labeled tree that has been rooted at its maximum node, 33.
the minimum value at each subtree, computing the maximum value can be done sim-
ilarly. We are only interested in the maximum values at subtrees of nodes in TR that
directly correspond to nodes in the original tree T . Since these are exactly those nodes
that are superscripted by a 1, it is straightforward to extract only these values.
In Step 6 the array MaxName is formed. MaxName’s purpose is to associate the maxi-
mum subtree values with nodes names; MaxName is shown below. (For readability, we
list the indices of the array as well.)
Max 1 2 3 4 26 6 7 32 9 10 11 26 16 14
Name 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Max 32 16 17 8 19 31 21 22 23 29 25 26 27
Name 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
Max 32 29 30 1 32 33
Name 28 29 30 31 32 33
28 29 30 31 32 33
In Step 7 the elements in the array MaxName are sorted based on the maximum
values. We illustrate one possible sorted order.
Max 1 2 3 4 6 7 9 10 11 14 16 16 17 18
Name 1 2 3 4 6 7 9 10 11 14 16 13 17 18
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
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Max 19 21 22 3 25 26 26 26 27 29 29 30 31
Name 19 21 22 23 25 26 5 12 27 24 29 30 20
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
Max 31 32 32 2 32 33
Name 31 8 32 15 28 33
28 29 30 31 32 33
In Step 8 the tree is split into chains. This process is necessary to help determine
when a given leaf will be removed. The array Chain, where this data is stored, is
shown below. (Fig. 3 can be used to infer the Parent array.)
nil nil nil nil nil nil nil nil nil nil nil 5 nil nil
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
28 13 nil nil nil nil nil nil nil nil nil 12 nil
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
8 24 nil 20 15 nil
28 29 30 31 32 33
For example, 32! 15! 28! 8! nil is one path coded in the array Chain.
In Step 9 each of these chains is list ranked. The list ranking values allow us to
order nodes with the same maximum values relative to one another. For the chain just
described, for example, we have
32 ! 15 ! 28 ! 8 ! nil
1 2 3 4
where the ranking value is shown below each node. This indicates, for example, that
of all nodes with maximum value 32, 8 will be the last one removed by Algorithm
Sequential Prufer.
In Step 10 the array Removal is computed. The array species the order in which
nodes are removed from the tree. Removal has the following value.
1 2 3 4 22 5 6 32 7 8 9 21 12 10
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
30 11 13 14 15 28 16 17 18 25 19 20 23
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
31 24 26 27 29 33
28 29 30 31 32 33
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In Step 11 the array Pcode containing the Prufer code is constructed and in Step
12 it is printed. The resulting Prufer code is
(27; 32; 8; 32; 27; 33; 28; 13; 23; 20; 13; 17; 29; 32; 32; 33; 28;
8; 31; 12; 5; 31; 28; 24; 30; 33; 20; 33; 15; 28; 8)
4.2. Correctness
Now that we have gone through an example illustrating how Algorithm Prufer Tree
works, we turn to its analysis. The following lemma is the key to proving correctness.
Lemma 4.2. The array Removal constructed in Step 10 of Algorithm Prufer Tree
species the order in which leaves are eliminated by Algorithm Sequential Prufer.
Proof. By rooting the tree at its maximum node, leaves, including newly created ones,
can only be removed in the \upward" direction. Note that the maximum value in a
subtree plays a similar role to that played by LeftMax and RightMax entries.
By denition of the Prufer code, it is easy to see that before a node u can be
removed from the tree, all nodes whose associated maximum value is less than the
maximum value of the subtree rooted at u must rst be removed. Call these type A
nodes with respect to u. Additionally, all nodes having the same maximum value as u
but which are descendants of u must also be removed before u (for otherwise, u is not
yet a leaf). Call these type B nodes with respect to u. Once all type A and B nodes
with respect to u have been removed, u is the lowest numbered remaining leaf and so
is the next node to be removed.
Consider the calculation in Algorithm Prufer Tree of the removal number of node
u. The sorting in Step 7 based on maximum subtree values places u \after" all type A
nodes with respect to u. In Step 8 chains of nodes having the same maximum value
are formed and in Step 9 these chains are list ranked. In Step 10 the sorting based on
the secondary key places u after all type B nodes with respect to u. Therefore, array
Removal contains the order in which leaves are eliminated by Algorithm Sequential
Prufer.
It is not obvious how all of the steps in Algorithm Prufer Tree can be carried out
eciently in parallel. In the next theorem we explain their implementations.
Theorem 4.3. The Prufer code of an n-node labeled free tree can be computed in
O(log n) time using n processors on an EREW-PRAM.
Proof. Lemma 4.2 shows that Algorithm Prufer Tree correctly computes the order in
which leaves are eliminated during the construction of the Prufer code. Step 11 records,
in the array Pcode, the node adjacent to each leaf as it is removed. In Step 12 the
array is output. Therefore, the algorithm outputs the Prufer code of the input tree.
We now analyze the time and processor complexity of the algorithm.
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The initializations in Step 0 are straightforward to implement on an EREW-PRAM
within the bounds stated in the theorem.
Lemma 4.1 shows that running Algorithm Convert Edge List Encoding to implement
Step 1 requires O(log n) time using n processors on an EREW-PRAM. (Throughout
the remainder of the proof, we leave o the EREW-PRAM.)
Applying Theorem 2.3, Step 2 involving Euler tours can be performed in O(log n)
time using n=log n processors.
Theorem 2.2 shows that the rst half of Step 3, requiring a parallel prex com-
putation, can be performed in O(log n) time using n=log n processors. Using Brent’s
scheduling principle (Theorem 2.1), the Parent array can also be formed within these
bounds.
The conversion to a binary tree in Step 4 requires list ranking to determine the
number of children of each node. By Theorem 2.4 list ranking can be performed in
O(log n) time using n=log n processors. Once we know the number of children of each
node, the remainder of the construction is straightforward. Using an application of
Brent’s scheduling principle, Step 4 can then be implemented in O(log n) time using
n=log n processors.
By Theorem 2.6, parallel tree contraction can be used to implement Step 5 in
O(log n) time using n=log n processors since TR has O(n) leaves.
In Step 6 processor i is associated with index i. Applying Brent’s scheduling prin-
ciple, this step can be implemented in O(log n) time using n=log n processors.
Using Theorem 2.5, the parallel sorting done in Steps 7 and 10 can be implemented
in O(log n) time using n processors.
In Step 8 we must be careful to avoid concurrent reads when looking up the max-
imum value of a parent. This can be accomplished by doing a sort based on parent
value and then a broadcast of the parent’s maximum value in the appropriate \block".
Because of the sorting, this step requires O(log n) time and n processors.
Applying Theorem 2.4, the chains in Step 9 can be list ranked in O(log n) time
using n=log n processors. The sorted version of array MaxName can be used to schedule
the processors appropriately.
Using Brent’s scheduling principle, both Steps 11 and 12 can be implemented in
O(log n) time using n=log n processors.
From this analysis, the time and processor bounds stated in the theorem follow.
5. Discussion
We have specied an optimal O(log n) time, n=log n processor EREW-PRAM algo-
rithm for determining the Prufer code of an n-node labeled chain. The generalization
of this algorithm to trees that we developed uses both an Euler tour computation
and parallel sortings. In order to apply Theorem 2.3 concerning Euler tours, a special
input encoding is necessary. The conversion method we use in Algorithm Convert Edge
List Encoding also requires parallel sorting. Since parallel sorting takes O(log n) time
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and n processors on an EREW-PRAM, sorting is the bottleneck in our algorithm. All
steps not involving sorting can be implemented optimally. It would be interesting to
develop an EREW-PRAM algorithm for computing the Prufer code of a tree that does
not require sorting.
In [22] a parallel algorithm is given for converting a Prufer code into a tree. This
is the opposite problem we consider. Wang et al. [22] pose as an open question the
problem of determining (quickly in parallel) the Prufer code from the tree. We resolved
this open problem. Interestingly, their algorithm runs in the same bounds as ours and
on the same model.
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